
April 20, 2009 
 
 
 
Mr. John Stevenson, Secretary 
Ontario Securities Commission 
20 Queen Street West 
Suite 1900, Box 55 
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 3S8 
e-mail:  jstevenson@osc.gov.ca 
 
 
Dear Mr. Stevenson, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) 
proposed amendments to the draft Corporate Governance Guidelines including new rules and 
required disclosure for audit committees. This letter is submitted in response to the Request 
for Comment published by the Canadian Securities Administrators on the proposed 
repeal and replacement of National Policy 58-201 Corporate Governance Guidelines, 
National Instrument 58-101 Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices, National 
Instrument 52-110 Audit Committees and Companion Policy 52-110CP. 
   
The attached report developed by an Independent Task Force sponsored by the ICD explains the 
process we used to solicit comments on your proposed amendments.  As you will see, there is an 
overwhelming sense that the amendments you are proposing will not enhance governance 
practices or disclosure in Canada. There is also a strong feeling that changes to the CSA's 
approach to governance at this time would be imposing too great a burden on both issuers and 
investors who are currently dealing with very time consuming issues that cannot be deferred. The 
continuing economic crisis and the conversion to IFRS are among these. 
  
We urge the CSA not to move forward with these amendments.  We also urge the CSA to look to 
the private sector for leadership in the development of governance practices that are appropriate 
for the Canadian marketplace. The ICD would be happy to sponsor an Independent Task Force 
that brings corporate directors together for this purpose. 
 
Sincerely, 
  
Original signed by Beverly Topping 
 
 
Beverly Topping, ICD.D 
President and CEO 
The Institute of Corporate Directors 
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INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE ON THE  
CANADIAN SECURITIES ADMINISTRATORS’  

PROPOSED NATIONAL GOVERNANCE POLICY   
Regarding Revisions to NP 58-201 and NI 58-101 

 

APRIL 17, 2009 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian Securities Administrators ("CSA") have proposed major revisions to National 
Policy 58-201 and National Instrument 58-101 and therefore to the requirements applicable to 
Canadian issuers and the guidance available to them. In particular, they have requested comment 
on the following documents: 

1. National Policy 58-201 Corporate Governance Principles ("Proposed Policy"); 

2. National Instrument 58-101 Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices ("Proposed 
Instrument"); 

3. National Instrument 52-110 Audit Committees; 

4. Companion Policy 52-110CP 
(together, the "Proposed Materials"). 

The Proposed Materials would replace the following documents currently in effect: 

1. National Policy 58-201 Corporate Governance Guidelines (the Current Governance 
Policy) ("Current Policy"); 

2. National Instrument 58-101 Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices ("Current 
Instrument"); 

3. National Instrument 52-110 Audit Committees; 

4. Companion Policy 52-110CP 
(together, the "Current Materials"). 

On April 1, 2009, the Independent Task Force on the CSA’s Proposed National Governance 
Policy (“the Independent Task Force”) held a roundtable discussion (“Roundtable”) on the 
Proposed Policy and the Proposed Instrument and the impact it will have on governance 
practices.   The Roundtable, sponsored by the Institute of Corporate Directors (“ICD”), was co-
chaired by Peter Dey and Carol Hansell and attended by 15 senior directors from both large and 
small cap issuers. A list of participants can be found in Appendix A.  

In advance of the meeting, attendees were provided with a paper by Carol Hansell (Davies Ward 
Phillips & Vineberg LLP) outlining the background of corporate governance in Canada and 
raising certain questions about the amendments being proposed by the CSA.  A copy of this 
paper is attached as Appendix C. Professor Poonam Puri (Osgoode Hall Law School) attended 
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the ICD CSA Roundtable as rapporteur and developed a draft report (dated April 9, 2009) 
summarizing the discussion and consensus at the Roundtable. 

The draft report was circulated to members of the director community in order to solicit further 
comment on the amendments being proposed by the CSA. Specifically, the draft report was sent 
to approximately 2,800 ICD members as well as members of the ICD Board the ICD Foundation, 
Fellows and Chapter Chairs.  Comments received have been integrated into the final report.  

This final report is being submitted on behalf of the Independent Task Force by the ICD. A list 
of individuals who support this document can be found in Appendix B. 

II.  ISSUES 

Directors attending the Roundtable and those who subsequently provided their comments by 
email were asked to comment on the following: 

1. Whether the Proposed Policy will "enhance the standard of governance and confidence in 
the Canadian capital markets?"1 

2. Whether right now is the appropriate time to revise the guidelines and disclosure 
requirements in the Current Policy? 

3. Whether the process undertaken by the CSA effectively addresses the needs of 
stakeholders most intimately involved with governance issues in Canadian capital 
markets? 

III.  SUMMARY OF VIEWS 

Attendees of the Roundtable expressed reservations about the sufficiency of the Proposed Policy 
and the Proposed Instrument and were particularly concerned about the impact the proposed 
changes would have on smaller cap issuers. In addition, there was wide consensus that given the 
existing challenges faced by issuers in Canada's capital markets, now was not the time to 
implement a new regulatory framework for corporate governance.  Finally, attendees felt 
strongly that a greater involvement of the private sector in the development of the Proposed 
Policy would enhance its relevance and effectiveness.  Attendees felt that the development of 
governance practices should come from the private sector, while disclosure requirements (and 
enforcement of those requirements) should come from securities regulators or the TSX. 

Most written comments were generally consistent with the views expressed at the Roundtable 
and the draft report. Commentators expressed concern about (i) the impact of the proposed 
amendments on smaller issuers; (ii) the timing of the proposed amendments given the other 
economic and regulatory issues that are occupying directors’ attention at this time; and (iii) the 
under-inclusive process utilized by the CSA. The need to engage in wider industry participation 
was emphasized. While the Roundtable focused on high level issues, some commentators also 
expressed concerns and reservations about specific issues such as the proposed removal of the 

                                                 
1  The CSA Request for Comment states in Section 2 "BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE" that "[t]he 

Proposed Materials are intended to enhance the standard of governance and confidence in the Canadian 
capital markets". 
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requirement for independent committees, the proposed changes in the definition of 
independence, proposed comments on directors’ qualifications and proposed comments on 
disclosure of conflicts of interest. The Independent Task Force would be pleased to assist the 
CSA in providing further input into the technical concerns raised by the proposed policy and 
proposed instrument and also to  constitute or contribute to the private sector component of the 
process if the CSA determines to continue this initiative. 

 

IV.  DISCUSSION 

1. WILL THE PROPOSED POLICY ENHANCE THE STANDARD OF GOVERNANCE AND 

CONFIDENCE IN THE CANADIAN CAPITAL MARKETS ? 

While many attendees and several commentators noted a general support in the corporate 
community for principles-based regulation and welcomed the CSA's desire to provide issuers 
with more flexibility in how they designed and disclosed their corporate governance systems, 
they felt that the move to a principles-based approach in this context would pose several 
problems. 

A. The Removal of Benchmarks Is Problematic 

Attendees noted that the Current Policy only provides a "floor" in terms of governance standards 
and that issuers engage in a variety of governance practices that are not set out in (and often go 
beyond) the Current Policy. Nonetheless, there was consensus that it is important to establish 
minimum standards and that the "floor" established by the Current Policy has value. 

At present, many issuers adopt the practices set out in the Current Policy because they are 
recommended by the securities regulator and because they are specific.  Perhaps the most 
noticeable problem with the Proposed Policy is the removal of what investors see as benchmarks. 

Attendees and commentators observed that these benchmarks  provided investors with standards 
against which they evaluated the governance practices of different issuers. Therefore, the 
absence of common benchmarks would pose difficulties for investors. One commentator noted 
that the proposed amendments might well undermine investor confidence as they create a 
framework that is more susceptible to manipulation by some. 

Further, attendees and one commentator expressed concerns over uncertainty in the compliance 
aspects and enforcement of a principles-based disclosure regime under the Proposed Policy and 
Proposed Instrument. This was another reason why many issuers felt more comfortable with the 
"floor" established under the Current Policy. 

If the CSA objective is to create flexibility in the way Canadian corporations develop their 
governance systems, it should be noted that the existing system allows flexibility, but simply 
provides some benchmarks.  
 

B. Regulation Is Not the Key to Corporate Governance 
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For several reasons, attendees felt that regulation was not the main mechanism by which to  
improve corporate governance. First, it was felt that the most important determinant of good 
corporate governance was directors with good character, sound judgment and broad experience. 
Second, most corporations embrace the concept of good governance out of self-interest. For 
example, while good governance does not always guarantee high shareholder returns, good 
governance brings with it a number of benefits, including the ability to attract the best directors. 
Third, sometimes there are discrepancies between what is disclosed under the regulatory 
framework and what is actually occurring in the corporation. Compliance with the regulatory 
framework for governance is not the same as good governance, and therefore, regulation plays 
only a limited role in "real governance". 

C. Principles-based Disclosure Would Pose Challenges for Smaller Issuers 

Attendees and commentators felt that, in larger companies, directors (and management) 
possessed the resources required to comply with the principles-based disclosure in the Proposed 
Instrument although with the other challenges facing issuers today, they felt that this was not a 
good use of management or board resources.  The problem would, of course, be exacerbated for 
smaller issuers. 

Furthermore, attendees and most commentators expressed concern for issuers who are currently 
able to reference practices that are recommended by the regulator. Without these 
recommendations, inexperienced directors may face difficulties crafting practices to protect 
shareholders and promote good governance. 

These concerns would be especially pronounced for smaller cap issuers. Imposing principles-
based governance would place an onerous burden on directors of such companies where most 
time was spent growing the businesses. The prevailing sentiment amongst attendees and 
commentators who responded to this issue was that small cap issuers would prefer the "comply 
or explain" model in the Current Policy and Current Instrument over principles-based 
governance in the Proposed Policy and Proposed Instrument. 

One attendee noted that the proposed amendments primarily benefit controlled companies and it 
is unclear why they should be a priority at this time. In the context of controlled companies, the 
consensus at the Roundtable was that most of these companies were almost over-governed to 
balance against negative perceptions arising from having a controlling shareholder.  However, a 
different sentiment was expressed for venture companies. Attendees noted that while many 
venture issuers are not required to comply with the Current Instrument, most nonetheless do so to 
attract capital. However, abiding by the Current Policy and Current Instrument was often 
difficult for these issuers because of a lack of resources. Therefore, the move to a principles-
based regime would allow venture issuers to tailor their governance approach to principles that 
best suited their business interests instead of complying with benchmarks that were not 
necessarily applicable to them. 

D. Conclusion 

While many attendees and commentators saw value in a move to principles-based regulation, as 
general matter, and believed that the move to a principles-based governance regime afforded 
companies the flexibility to accommodate their organization's unique governance features, the 
overwhelming consensus was that the removal of benchmarks would prove problematic for 
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investors and for many issuers. The Proposed Policy and Proposed Instrument were not seen as a 
step forward, and at best were seen as an unhelpful restatement of the existing regime. 

2. WHETHER RIGHT NOW IS THE APPROPRIATE TIME TO REVISE THE GUIDELINES AND 

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS IN THE CURRENT POLICY ? 

Despite some debate at the Roundtable over the timing of the Proposed Policy and Proposed 
Instrument, the overarching consensus was that the interests of issuers and investors were not 
served well by implementing a new regulatory framework for corporate governance at this time. 
Commentators who responded to this issue expressed a similar concern. 

Some attendees and some commentators noted that governance was always evolving, as were the 
needs of investors. It was therefore argued that these challenging times provided an appropriate 
juncture for companies to take a step back and reflect on governance practices. In addition, some 
felt that with director qualification becoming a bona fide requirement, it was argued that current 
directors were well-equipped to respond and comply with principles-based regulation. 

For the most part though, attendees and commentators questioned the wisdom of changing the 
Current Policy and Current Instrument at this time for several reasons. Firstly, some attendees 
argued that the "comply or explain" approach in the Current Policy and Current Instrument 
already afforded a principles-based approach. Therefore, while it was important for issuers to 
periodically re-examine their governance structures, many felt that the Proposed Policy and the 
Proposed Instrument were simply "reinventing the wheel". 

Secondly, the need to change a corporate governance regulatory framework that has served the 
Canadian capital markets so well was met with scepticism because Canadian companies are 
recognized globally as leaders in corporate governance.2 

Thirdly, attendees and commentators felt that in the immediate future, issuers would have to 
prepare for Canada's upcoming transition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 
and would prefer to not be faced with the challenges of a new regulatory regime for corporate 
governance. One commentator noted that IFRS would engage corporate directors well into 2011 
and the proposed amendments should be deferred for venture issuers if the CSA decides to 
proceed but that it was preferable for the CSA to have more industry involvement.  

Fourthly, after several years under the Current Policy and Current Instrument, directors were 
now comfortable with the framework and its requirements. In part, this has to do with the 
increasing role of director education. Therefore, many attendees and some commentators felt that 
changing corporate governance targets now, especially the removal of benchmarks, was 
problematic. 

Finally, in light of the recent turmoil in the capital markets, attendees and commentators 
questioned whether this was the right time to revisit and revise corporate governance practices. 
In particular, it was felt that "the dust was not settled" and that there was much more to learn 
from the recent failures. One attendee noted that the colossal failure of governance that is one of 
the two big issues in the United States (following regulatory failure) will surely spill over into 

                                                 
2  Governance Metrics International (2003) launched global governance ratings that placed Canada in second 

place. 
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Canadian shareholder attitudes as well, but the new regulations do not address these issues at all. 
Therefore, a more informed view of how governance failed investors, which will only be 
available with the passage of time and some reflection, is necessary and needs to be incorporated 
into any governance reform in Canada.  

In conclusion, while there was wide consensus for the evolution of corporate governance 
practices, many attendees and commentators questioned whether the Proposed Policy and 
Proposed Instrument were worth the investment of time and resources at this juncture. 

 

3. WHETHER THE PROCESS UNDERTAKEN BY THE CSA EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSES THE 

NEEDS OF STAKEHOLDERS MOST INTIMATELY INVOLVED WITH  GOVERNANCE ISSUES IN 

CANADIAN CAPITAL MARKETS ? 

Attendees were unanimously supportive of private-sector consultation in previous revisions to 
Canadian governance standards. The Dey Report was highly consultative, with public hearings. 

In contrast, there was concern over the process embarked on by the CSA in developing the 
Proposed Policy. In particular, attendees singled out the lack of a private sector component in the 
development process as problematic. 

Further, attendees questioned whether it was necessary for the CSA or TSX to be establishing 
standards of good governance when investors and investor groups such as the Canadian 
Coalition of Good Governance ("CCGG") is already providing shareholder-led leadership in this 
field. 

Attendees concluded that reforms led by the private sector were more effective because they 
were most reflective of standards within the community. 

Commentators also expressed significant concerns about the process undertaken by the CSA and 
emphasized the need for a more involved process with wider industry participation and input.   

V. CONCLUSION 

Attendees of the Roundtable and commentators expressed reservations about the Proposed 
Policy and the Proposed Instrument and were particularly concerned about the impact these 
changes will have on smaller cap issuers. In addition, there was wide consensus that given the 
existing challenges faced by issuers in Canada's capital markets, now was not the best time to 
implement new regulation. Finally, attendees and commentators felt that a greater involvement 
of the private sector in the development of the Proposed Policy would enhance its relevance and 
effectiveness.  The Independent Task Force would be pleased to assist the CSA to constitute or 
contribute to the private sector component of the process if the CSA determines to continue this 
initiative. 
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APPENDIX A – PARTICIPANTS OF THE ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION 

1. Lynn Beauregard, Executive Director, Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries 

2. Michael Cardiff, Chief Executive Officer, Accelerants 

3. Mario Caron, Corporate Director 

4. Tom Corcoran, Corporate Director 

5. David Constable, Vice President, FNX Mining Company 

6. Peter Dey, Corporate Director 

7. William Dimma, Corporate Director 

8. James Gillies, Professor Emeritus, Schulich School of Business, York University 

9. Peter Gillin, Tahera Diamond Corporation 

10. Jon Grant, Corporate Director 

11. Stephen Griggs, Executive Director, Canadian Coalition for Good Governance 

12. Carol Hansell, Partner, Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg, LLP 

13. Frank Layton, Partner, Bennett Jones LLP 

14. Patrick Mars 

15. Eileen Mercier, Corporate Director 

16. Kathleen O’Neill, Corporate Director 

**Representatives of the CSA from Ontario, Quebec and Alberta also attended as observers. 
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APPENDIX B - INDIVIDUALS WHO SUPPORT THE INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE 
REPORT 

1. Maureen Atkinson 
2. Shauneen Bruder 
3. Michael Hasley 
4. Bryan Held 
5. Michael Ledgett 
6. Harvey Schipper 
7. Ken Smith 
8. Frank Layton 
9. Lynn Beauregard 
10. Peter Gillin 
11. Eileen Mercier 
12. Jim Gillies 
13. Michael Pomotov 
14. Patrick Mars 
15. Mario Caron 
16. Mike Cardiff 
17. Dave Constable 
18. Ken Kivenko 
19. Terry Bowles 
20. Jackie Orange 
21. Gary Colter 
22. Stanley Stewart 
23. Brian Lechem 
24. Nick Le Pan 
25. Mary Mogford 
26. Bill Dimma 
27. Patrick Ryan 
28. David Beatty 
29. Bryan Morris 
30. Stan Magidson 
31. Angela Ferrante 
32. Kathleen O’Neill 
33. Don Hathaway 
34. Arthur Sawchuk 
35. Stephen Griggs 
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APPENDIX C - Discussion Paper on Proposed Revisions to CSA Approach to Governance 
Regulation 

  
Carol Hansell3 

March 27, 2009 
 

The Canadian Securities Administrators ("CSA") are proposing extensive revisions to their 
national policy on corporate governance (National Policy 58-201) and the related disclosure 
requirements (National Instrument 58-101). Those revisions will also revise and replace the 
current requirements relating to audit committees (currently set out in National Instrument 52-
110).  

The CSA's purpose in proposing these amendments is to enhance the standard of governance and 
confidence in the Canadian capital markets.4 This discussion paper raises questions about 
whether the proposed amendments will meet that objective. It has been prepared to facilitate 
discussion in the director community and to encourage directors to provide comments to the 
CSA, either individually or through the Institute of Corporate Directors.5 The period for response 
to CSA's Request for Comment ends on April 20, 2009. 

Part 1 discusses the forces that have shaped corporate governance practices in Canada today and 
who influences developments in governance practices now. This will provide a context in which 
to discuss, in Part 2, whether the amendments being proposed by the CSA are the best approach 
to achieving their stated objectives. 

In this paper: 

• "Current CSA Provisions" means the Current Policy, Current Disclosure Requirements 
and Current Audit Committee Requirements 

• "Current Policy" refers to National Policy 58-201 
• "Current Disclosure Requirements" refers to National Instrument 58-101 
• "Current Audit Committee Requirement" refers to National Instrument 52-110 
• "Proposed Policy" refers to amendments being proposed in the Request for Comment 
• "Proposed Audit Committee Requirement" refers to the proposed amendments to the 

Current Audit Committee Requirement as set out in the Request for Comment 
• "Request for Comment" refers to Request for Comment – Proposed Repeal and 

Replacement of NP 58-201 Corporate Governance Guidelines, NI 58-101 Disclosure of 
Corporate Governance Practices and NI 52-110 Audit Committees and Companion 
Policy 52-110CP Audit Committees 

Part I – Development of Governance Standards in Canada 

VI.  BACKGROUND 

                                                 
3  The author is a senior partner with Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP in Toronto and is the Chair of 

the Corporate Governance Committee of the American Bar Association (Business Law Section). 
4  Request for Comment – Section 2. 
5  Comments to the CSA can be provided as set out on the following website: 

http://www.osc.gov.on.ca/Regulation/Rulemaking/Current/Part5/rule_20081219_58-201_rfc.pdf 
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1. LEAD UP - THE EARLY 1990S 

Until the 1990s, the elements of governance for Canadian public companies were found almost 
exclusively in the corporate law.  The basic framework in most Canadian jurisdictions was 
similar to the framework in the Canada Business Corporations Act ("CBCA") which came into 
force in 1975.  There were few meaningful changes in the fundamentals of the governance 
regime as set out in the business corporations legislation for many years.  In recent years, this has 
changed as investors have demanded fewer restrictions in the exercise of their rights and 
directors have searched for more clarity in their responsibilities and more protection against 
liability. 

Securities regulatory authorities played a very selective role in the development of governance 
practices in Canada until the wave of global governance reform following Enron. However, the 
role they have played has been a meaningful one. The governance framework for dealing with 
related party and other special transactions in what is now Multilateral Instrument 61-101 has 
been important in creating confidence in the fairness and transparency of the Canadian 
marketplace. Another example is the CSA guidance on audit committee effectiveness released in 
1990. Although audit committee requirements were still lodged entirely in the corporate statutes, 
the CSA developed guidance on Canadian audit committees which addressed virtually every 
issue addressed in the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE") audit committee requirements 
almost 10 years later. 

2. THE ELEMENTS OF CHANGE  

There have been two watershed events that resulted in significant change in Canadian 
governance practices. In the first case, change was led by the private sector. In the second, it was 
the result of regulatory intervention. 

1. 1990 - 2001 

The first watershed event occurred in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when several corporate 
icons failed, including financial institution Royal Trust and real estate giant Bramalea.  Concern 
with decision making in Canadian public companies led to a comprehensive review of Canadian 
corporate practices by the "Dey Committee", a private sector group sponsored by the Toronto 
Stock Exchange ("TSX").6 The Dey Report recommended 14 guidelines which were adopted by 
the TSX and became known as the "TSX Guidelines".  The TSX also adopted the disclosure 
requirement recommended by the Dey Committee, which required issuers to disclose whether 
their practices aligned with the 14 guidelines and, where they did not, to explain why not (i.e. 
comply or explain). 

During this period, the institutional investor emerged as an important force in Canadian 
governance.  Claude Lamoureux of Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan Board ("Teachers") was a 
consistent and highly respected voice in this area and contributed significantly to the evolution of 
Canadian governance standards.  Teachers and Canada's leading other institutional investors 
developed the first iteration of their proxy voting guidelines, setting out their views on a variety 
of governance practices.  This accomplished two things.  It provided advice to issuers about the 

                                                 
6  The Dey Committee and its report were modelled on the Cadbury Committee (sponsored by the London 

Stock Exchange) and the report that resulted from its deliberations. 
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views held by some of their largest shareholders on important governance issues.  It also created 
a non-regulatory environment in which shareholders, rather than regulators, could begin to 
influence governance standards.    

In the five years after the release of the Dey Report, governance practices in Canada changed 
markedly, as issuers made the changes necessary to align their practices with the TSX 
Guidelines. Whether this was because they believed that these practices were an improvement or 
because they did not want to disclose that they had not adopted all of the guidelines is not 
obvious, but in the result, the issue is moot. Canadian governance practices rose to meet the bar 
set in the Dey Report.  In addition, a body of disclosure about Canadian governance practices 
began to develop.  Issuers also became increasingly mindful of the views held by major 
institutional investors and began to adapt their practices to those standards as well. 

Before very long, however, a concern developed that issuers and their boards were not 
developing their governance thinking beyond the 14 guidelines set out in the TSX Guidelines 
and that alignment with those practices had become largely a "check the box" exercise.  This 
concern was articulated at a reunion meeting of the Dey Committee in 1999 sponsored by the 
Institute of Corporate Directors ("ICD") and the TSX.  The meeting discussed the results of 
research commissioned by the two organizations on the current state of corporate governance 
among TSX-listed companies. The summary findings of the report read in part as follows: 

The research findings present a complex picture. On one hand, it is clear that 
most corporations take the TSE guidelines seriously. Many of the largest 
companies that account for the greatest proportion of Canadian equity 
investment are leaders in corporate governance. A number of the TSE guidelines 
are now broadly accepted business practices. On the other hand, important areas 
remain where general practice falls short of the guidelines’ intent. We see real 
opportunities for the TSE and ICD to help foster sound practices. 

The result was a second private sector committee – this one sponsored by the TSX, TSX 
Ventures and the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants ("CICA").  It was chaired by 
Guylaine Saucier, an experienced and widely respected director.7  The resulting report was 
entitled "Beyond Compliance: Building  a Governance Culture". It focussed on three key issues 
that, in the view of the committee, went beyond compliance and are fundamental to building a 
healthy governance culture. These issues were:  

1.  measures that can be taken to strengthen the capacity of the board to engage 
in a mature and constructive relationship with management – one that is 
grounded in a mutual understanding of respective roles and the ability of the 
board to act independently in fulfilling its responsibilities; 

                                                 
7  The members of the Saucier Committee (and their associations as noted in the report) were: Guylaine 

Saucier (Chair), Ralph Barford (Chair, Valleydene Corporation Limited), Jalynn Bennett (President, Jalynn 
H. Bennett & Associates), Tullio Cedrashi (President and CEO, CN Investment Division), L. Yves Fortier 
(Chairman, Ogilvy Renault), Brian MacNeill (Chair, Petro Canada), Roger Martin (Dean, Joseph L. 
Rotman School of Management), Frank McKenna (McInnes Cooper), Tom O'Neill (CEO, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers), John A. Roth (Former President & CEO, Nortel Networks Corporation), C. Alan 
Smith (President, Aeonian Capital Corporation), and David Sutcliffe (President & CEO, Sierra Wireless).  
Mr. Martin left the Committee in June 2001 due to other commitments and Mr. Cedrashi left the 
Committee in September 2001 upon being appointed a governor of the TSX. 
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2.  the critical role that the board must play in choosing the CEO of the 
company, in actively contributing to the company’s strategic direction, 
approving a strategic plan and monitoring performance against agreed 
benchmarks; and 

3.  particular issues that independent directors must face in corporations that 
have significant shareholders. 

The Saucier Report moved Canadian governance thinking forward once again.  However, its 
recommendations were eclipsed by the Enron crisis, which broke several months prior to the 
release of the report. 

2. 2001 to the present 

The second watershed event was the global crisis of confidence in the capital markets that began 
with the demise of Enron in 2001 and continued with other large scale corporate collapses such 
as WorldCom, Tyco and Adelphia that followed.  These events occurred little more than a year 
after the NYSE had adopted comprehensive requirements for audit committees of its listed 
companies.  The US government responded to this crisis in confidence by adopting the Sarbanes 
Oxley Act, 2002 ("SOX") which focussed primarily on governance practices affecting financial 
reporting. A short time later, the NYSE adopted listing requirements that spoke to governance 
issues beyond financial reporting, including compensation committees, nominating committees 
and codes of conduct. 

The importance of the US marketplace to global capital markets led other jurisdictions to follow 
the new US approach to governance regulation. Canadian securities regulators were anxious to 
make clear to the world capital markets that governance regulation in Canada was no less 
rigorous than in the United States.  Accordingly, the CSA adopted a number of the provisions of 
SOX.  Canadian audit committees became subject to regulations that mirrored the SOX/NYSE 
approach, with a few adjustments to accommodate certain issues specific to the Canadian 
environment.  The CSA also adopted CEO/CFO certification requirements that are substantially 
the same as those imposed in the US. When it came to SOX 404, Canadians waited to see what 
the US experience would be with the rigorous requirements of this provision. Ultimately, the 
CSA took a different path in respect of internal controls.  

3. CSA Becomes Responsible for Governance 

During the post-Enron period, the CSA assumed the leadership for public company governance 
in Canada. and the governance framework set out in securities legislation began to take shape. 
Audit committee requirements previously found in the corporate statutes were introduced (in 
much enhanced form) into securities legislation across the country.  Disclosure controls, internal 
controls and certification became familiar terminology as a result of other requirements, policies 
and guidance by securities regulators.  It was at this time that the CSA adopted the Current 
Policy and the Current Disclosure Requirement, rendering the TSX Guidelines and related 
disclosure unnecessary.  The reason advanced for this move was that the quality of governance 
disclosure needed to be improved and the TSX had little in the way of remedies available to it to 
deal with substandard disclosure. The CSA, on the other hand, could include corporate 
governance disclosure in their continuous disclosure reviews and use its regulatory authority to 
enforce better disclosure. The Current Policy was modelled on the TSX Guidelines, with the 14 
guidelines drawn from the Dey Report becoming 18 guidelines in the Current Policy. The 
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Current Disclosure Requirement was different in many ways from the TSX disclosure 
requirements, but together with the Current Policy preserved the "comply or explain" regime 
adopted by the TSX in 1995. 

With this change, Canada began its move away from the approach still used in other jurisdictions 
in the development of governance practices today.  In the US, the UK and Australia, for 
example, guidance with respect to governance practices is developed by private sector boards or 
committees. Most recently, in Australia, it was the Council of Corporate Governance that led the 
review of Australia's corporate governance principles maintained by the Australian Securities 
Exchange.  The revised governance principles recommended by the Council were the result of 
consultation attracting over 100 submissions for comment. The resulting report describes the 
council as follows: 

The ASX Corporate Governance Council was formed in August 2002 and has 
been chaired  by the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) since its inception. 
The Council is a remarkably diverse body, bringing together 21 business, 
investment and shareholder groups. Its ongoing mission is to ensure that the 
principles-based framework it developed for corporate governance continues to 
be a practical guide for listed companies, their investors and the wider 
Australian community. The Council’s diverse range of voices is one of its 
strengths. Its striving for consensus is consistent with maintaining balance in 
regulatory and reporting affairs. 

In South Africa, the report referred to as "King III" that is currently out for comment was led by 
Professor Mervyn King and assisted by six researchers and 79 people on nine subcommittees 
responsible for particular areas of governance (boards and directors; audit committees; risk 
management; internal audit; integrated sustainability reporting; compliance with laws,  
regulations, rules and standards; managing stakeholder relationships; fundamental and affected 
transactions and business rescue).  In the UK, the current review of the Combined Code is being 
led by the Financial Review Council, the UK’s independent regulator responsible for promoting 
confidence in corporate governance and reporting. The Financial Review Council is comprised 
on industry participants who bring experience and a diversity of perspectives to their 
deliberations. 

With the CSA assuming responsibility for establishing and enforcing governance disclosure 
requirements, Canada also became the only jurisdiction in which these practices are dealt with 
directly by securities regulators, rather than by the listing authorities.  

VII.  PRIVATE SECTOR LEADERSHIP IN CANADA 

1. THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CANADIAN 

GOVERNANCE PRACTICES 

1. Why Was the Dey Report Successful? 

When the Dey Report was written, it was the first guidance of its kind in Canada.  The fact that it 
was so widely accepted and remains the foundation piece for governance practices for Canada is 
due in large part to the composition of the Committee and the process that Committee followed. 
Peter Dey, the Committee Chair, was a former OSC Chair and a highly respected corporate 
lawyer and investment banker.  The Committee was composed of other individuals who had 
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played a role in the governance process.8  It included the CEO's of three major Canadian public 
companies and two of Canada's largest institutional investors as well as senior members of 
Canada's academic, legal, accounting and investment banking communities. Most of the 
Committee members had served on boards of public companies in Canada.  The TSX acted as 
the Committee's sponsor, but did not participate in formulating the Guidelines or in writing the 
Report. 

The process used by the Dey Committee was highly consultative.  It accepted written 
submissions and held public hearings.  It issued a draft report for comment and responded to 
concerns addressed by reflecting significant revisions in its final report.  

B. Other Private Sector Reports 

The Dey Report is not the only private sector initiative that has had a significant impact on 
governance practices in Canada.  The TSX has been an important sponsoring organization for 
many of these initiatives (in many cases in cooperation with other sponsoring organizations). It 
played this role not only for the Dey Committee, the Five Years to the Dey reunion meeting and 
the Saucier Committee, but also for the Allen Committee (which led to civil liability for 
secondary market disclosure) and the Securities Industry Committee on Analyst Standards and 
the Mining Standards Task Force. The accounting professions also played an important role.  
CICA sponsored the Committee that produced the Macdonald Report, an important work in 
understanding the role of the auditor, the expectation gap and the importance of strengthening 
the audit committee. Together with the TSX and CDNX (now TSX Venture Exchange), it 
sponsored the Saucier Report. It is also responsible for the highly respected "20 Questions" 
series of publications for corporate directors.  

VIII.  WHO IS DRIVING THE GOVERNANCE AGENDA TODAY? 

Prior to the economic challenges of the late 1980s, the governance field was occupied by 
legislators and regulators.  As described above, private sector studies sponsored by organizations 
such as the TSX and the CICA grew to be an important influence, as did shareholders 
themselves, as institutional investors developed their proxy voting guidelines. 

Today, institutional investors are one of the most important influencers of Canadian governance 
practices. Under the leadership of Claude Lamoureux and Stephen Jarislowsky, the Canadian 
Coalition for Good Governance ("CCGG") was established.  Today, the CCGG (Chair, David 
Denison; Managing Director, Stephen Griggs) brings together the thoughts and influence of 46 

                                                 
8  The members of the Dey Committee (and their affiliations as set out in the report) were as follows: Peter 

Dey, Chair (President & Managing Director, Morgan Stanley Canada Limited), Robert Brown (Chairman 
& Senior Partner, Price Waterhouse), Purdy Crawford (Chairman of the Board, Imasco Limited), Ron 
Daniels (Dean, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto), Jean-Claude Delorme (Advisor to the Chairman, 
Caisse de depôt et placement du Québec), Wendy K. Dobson (Professor, University of Toronto), K. 
Michael Edwards (President & Chief Operating Officer, Richardson Greenshields of Canada Ltd.), Thomas 
E. Kierans (President & Chief Executive Officer, C.D. Howe Institute), Claude R. Lamoureux (Chief 
Executive Officer & President, Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan Board), David S.R. Leighton (Professor 
Emeritus, School of Business Administration, University of Western Ontario), J. William E. Mingo 
(Partner, Stewart McKelvey Stirling Scales), J. Edward Newall (Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of 
the Board, NOVA Corporation), and Michael E. J. Phelps (Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, 
Westcoast Energy Inc.). 
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member pension funds, mutual funds and third party money managers - which are collectively 
responsible for the management of approximately $1.4 trillion of assets.  Among other 
initiatives, the CCGG has issued Guidelines and Position Papers on corporate governance 
practices, but also on executive compensation, majority voting and break fees. 

The Globe and Mail has also become an important factor, as a result of Board Games, developed 
by Janet McFarland and Elizabeth Church. Board Games is a ranking system published in the 
Globe and Mail’s Report on Business.  Guidelines against which organizations are ranked are 
developed from the recommendations of major institutional investors, academics and industry 
associations, and are reviewed each year. In 2008, the Globe published its 7th Annual Board 
Games. 

Over the last 15 years, governance has also become a recognized area of study. There are many 
thoughtful books and articles that deal with appropriate governance practices. Some have been 
written by experienced directors, relying on many years in boardrooms. Others have been written 
by academics, based on empirical data. 

Finally, organizations dedicated to governance have grown enormously.  The CCGG is referred 
to above.  The Institute of Corporate Directors in Canada and the National Association of 
Corporate Directors in the United States are the organizations best known to Canadians, but there 
are similar organizations in other parts of the world.  These organizations provide education, 
produce research and offer a forum for discussion about governance practices in a variety of 
circumstances.  

There is ample evidence that the private sector agenda has a strong influence on governance 
practices. The separation of the positions of CEO and Chair, the elimination of stock options for 
directors and majority voting have all been a result of investor-led initiatives.  

PART II – PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 

This part describes the Current Policy and the changes that are being proposed. Against the 
background set out in Part I, it then raises questions about whether the Proposed Amendments 
should be pursued. 

IX.  OVERVIEW OF THE BACKGROUND AND ELEMENTS OF THE 
AMENDMENTS 

1. OVERVIEW OF THE AMENDMENTS  

The Current Policy sets out 18 guidelines. The Current Disclosure Requirement  requires issuers 
to disclose certain facts about their governance practices and then to describe whether they 
follow certain practices, and if not, what they do to achieve the same objective.  

Under the Proposed Policy, the CSA would no longer recommend any particular practices. It 
would instead set out nine principles, each of which would be accompanied by a commentary 
that explains the principle, followed by "examples of practices".  Many of the concepts that now 
form part of the recommended practices in the Current Policy would survive as examples of 
practices that are among those that the CSA believes could help an issuer achieve the stated 
principle if adopted.   
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2. WHY IS THE CSA PROPOSING THESE AMENDMENTS ? 

From the time it published the Current Policy in 2005, the CSA noted that it intended to review 
both the policy and the related disclosure requirements periodically to ensure that the guidelines 
and disclosure requirements continue to be appropriate for issuers in the Canadian marketplace. 
Two years later, in September 2007, the CSA issued Staff Notice 58-304 announcing its plans to 
undertake a broad review of the Current Policy and the Current Disclosure Requirement and to 
publish its findings and any proposed amendments for comment in 2008.  The result is the 
proposed amendments, which are the subject of this paper. 

Why has the CSA proposed a complete change in its approach to governance? In its Request for 
Comment, it offered two reasons.   

First, it noted that both issuers and investors have had concerns about the current governance 
regime. It does not, however, explain what those concerns were or who expressed them. Staff 
Notice 58-304 refers to certain research and analysis conducted by the CSA: 

…we have conducted extensive research and analysis, including a survey of 
institutional investors and rating agencies, an analysis of proxy circulars filed by 
Canadian controlled companies, an analysis of requirements or guidelines 
regarding independence and composition of boards and committees found in 
other jurisdictions, and a review of recent academic literature on governance 
matters. This research and analysis will be considered in the context of the 
broader review contemplated by this Notice. 

The Staff Notice does not explain the scope of the research the CSA conducted, the nature of the 
questions posed in its survey or who (other than institutional investors and rating agencies) might 
have been solicited for comment. The Request for Comment states that in developing its 
proposals, the CSA did not rely on any unpublished study, report or other written materials.   

Second, in its Request for Comments, the CSA noted that corporate governance has evolved both 
domestically and internationally and that it considered the corporate governance regimes in other 
jurisdictions (including Australia, the UK and the US).  While it is clear from the Proposed 
Policy that the CSA drew heavily on the practices in other jurisdictions, it does not offer any 
explanation for the choices it made or those it rejected.  It notes that while elements of its 
proposals are similar to regimes in other jurisdictions:  "…we do not believe that it would be 
helpful to adopt those regimes in their entirety given the unique characteristics of the Canadian 
market".  It does not elaborate on the characteristics of the Canadian market which it considers to 
be unique or which practices from other jurisdictions it felt had application in Canada. 

It is difficult to comment on the approach the CSA is proposing without understanding the issues 
in Canada or the changes in international governance to which its proposals are responding.  
Those with a stake in the CSA's approach to governance would benefit from some insight into 
the rationale for the CSA's proposals. 

Finally, the Request for Comment also notes that current corporate governance disclosure "[is] 
often inadequate and does not provide clear or complete accounts of governance practices".9 This 
was precisely the concern that the CSA was trying to address when corporate governance 

                                                 
9  Request for Comment – Section 6. 
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disclosure was the responsibility of the TSX.  Whether any change is made, or whether the 
current provisions remain, the quality of disclosure would surely improve by continuous 
disclosure reviews that are understood by issuers to be rigorous and which will result in changes 
to disclosure being required by the regulators.10 

X. REJECTING THE COMPLY OR EXPLAIN REGIME 

1. ISSUES RELATING TO COMPLIANCE WITH THE CURRENT POLICY  

1. Would the Principles-Based Approach Achieve the Stated Objective? 

The CSA is proposing a move to a principles-based approach to governance, largely in order to 
avoid giving issuers the impression that the CSA is trying to dictate governance practices.  The 
objective is to encourage issuers to develop governance practices that are most appropriate for 
their specific practices. 

Is it true that the current comply or explain approach results in issuers simply adopting the 
recommended practices in the Current Policy?  This certainly seems to be the case. Is this 
because they believe there will be regulatory consequences from not adopting those practices?  
Given how clear the Current Policy itself is that the CSA does not require compliance (and 
therefore does take action against issuers who do not comply) this seems unlikely. In any event, 
the approach being proposed by the CSA sets out example practices that the CSA believes may 
support the objectives of each of the nine principles.  It is not clear why the CSA believes that 
issuers will not look at these examples as de facto recommendations and therefore de facto 
requirements, just as they do with the Current Policy.  Similarly, even if an issuer accepts that it 
will not be sanctioned for lack of compliance, but is concerned that any lack of conformity with a 
regulatory view will cast it in a negative light with the regulators, will that issuer really feel less 
compelled to adopt the example practices in the Proposed Policy than the recommended 
practices in the Current Policy? 

If issuers are not concerned about regulatory action if they do not adopt the practices in the 
Current Policy, why do they adopt them? Many issuers likely believe that the recommended 
practices are appropriate. There is presumably no need to eliminate the recommended practices 
for these issuers. Other issuers may be concerned that their own practices will not compare 
favourably with the recommended practices (and may result in investors assigning a "governance 
discount" to their stock).  This, of course, is precisely the point of the Current Disclosure 
Requirement – to give the reader a basis on which to evaluate the issuer's practices (and to 
provide an incentive for issuers to move to a generally accepted standard where it is more 
appropriate). It is presumably not in the interest of investors to eliminate the recommended 
practices for these issuers. Finally, some issuers may just not believe that governance is very 
important but that compliance is the path of least resistance. Again, the benefit of the 
recommended practices is that they provide these issuers with a default position that has been 
generally accepted by the Canadian marketplace. 

Does the current approach prevent issuers from adopting governance practices that go beyond 
those set out in the Current Policy? The impact of institutional investors on Canadian governance 

                                                 
10  The TSX has continued to review the governance disclosure by its listed issuers and to discuss deficiencies 

with those issuers. 
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practices, particularly through the CCGG, suggests that this is not the case. Many issuers adopt 
the governance practices recommended by institutional shareholders without any more question 
than they have in adopting the practices recommended by the CSA.  If the concern is that issuers 
don't go beyond the body of practices recommended by regulators, shareholders, the legal and 
accounting professions and by governance organizations, that may well be true.  Even if one 
concluded that this were desirable however, would the amendments being proposed by the CSA 
inspire issuers to think more independently about their practices than they have been prepared to 
do under the current regime, with all of the thought leadership that has been developed by what 
has now become a governance industry? 

If it is the case that the current comply or explain regime is really the barrier to issuers being 
more independent in the development of their governance practices, the CSA could assist issuers 
in this regard simply by providing positive reinforcement for issuers who disclose more 
customized practices.  A staff notice or other communication citing examples of issuers who 
have disclosed that they do not follow a certain practice in the Current Policy and have described 
effectively the practice that they have adopted would give many other issuers the confidence to 
do the same.  This would be much less costly to issuers than overhauling the entire governance 
policy and disclosure regime. 

2. What Would We Lose? 

What would we lose if there ceased to be a set of recommended governance practices? 

If the principles-based approach were successful, we would lose the generally accepted baseline 
of governance practices that we have today.  The practices in the Current Policy have long been 
accepted as generally appropriate practice (subject to concerns expressed with respect to some 
practices on behalf of controlled companies and smaller issuers).  In fact, those that originate 
with the Dey Report (as most did) were not radical even at the time that report was released.  
Where is the harm in the CSA encouraging issuers to adopt at least the broadly accepted baseline 
practices being recommended in the Current Policy? While these practices represent only a very 
small part of an issuer's overall governance practices, they establish an important foundation of 
common and generally accepted practices. 

In addition, we would lose the ability to demonstrate a common governance standard with US 
issuers. The Current Policy aligns in every material respect with the requirements imposed by 
US stock exchanges for their listed companies. This allows Canadians to make the simple point 
that, at least to that extent, our governance practices are no less rigorous than those imposed on 
US domestic issuers.  This allows us to deliver a clear message to those who understand the US 
governance environment and who will not take the time required to understand an entirely 
separate governance regime in place in a very small market.  There was a strong sense at the time 
that the Current Policy and other governance reforms were adopted that there was merit in this 
comparability. It would be helpful to know whether the CSA sees any value in this comparability  
now and, if not, why not. 

2. ISSUES RELATING TO THE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENT  

Under the Current Disclosure Requirement, issuers must disclose certain elements of their 
governance practices and, in some cases, disclose whether those practices are consistent with 
those recommended under the Current Policy. Under the Proposed Disclosure Requirements, 
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issuers would still be required to disclose certain facts about the issuer's governance practices. As 
well, the issuer would be required to describe certain aspects of its governance practices.  There 
is no requirement to refer back to the Proposed Policy as a point of comparison with the issuer's 
practices.  However, the CSA believes that broader disclosure with respect to practices, broader 
requirements to disclose how practices operate to achieve an articulated objective and the CSA's 
continuous disclosure review will result in more complete disclosure about an issuer's 
governance practices. In many respects, this will certainly be the case. For example, the detail 
required with respect to director independence would provide investors with much more 
information.  The following is the current disclosure requirement with respect to director 
independence: 

(a) Disclose the identity of directors who are independent. 

(b) Disclose the identity of directors who are not independent, and describe the 
basis for that determination. 

(c) Disclose whether or not a majority of directors are independent. If a majority 
of directors are not independent, describe what the board of directors (the board) 
does to facilitate its exercise of independent judgement in carrying out its 
responsibilities.  

In contrast, the following would be required under the Proposed Disclosure Requirements.  The 
reader would have disclosure about what the board considered in determining that a particular 
director is independent.  In addition, a reader would have disclosure of all of the business 
relationships between the board and the director. 

(d)  State the names of the directors considered by the board to be independent, 
with the following information for each of those directors, if any: 

(i) a description of any relationship with the issuer or any of its 
executive officers that the board considered in determining the 
director’s independence; and 

(ii) if the director has a relationship referred to in sub-paragraph (i), a 
discussion of why the board considers the director to be independent. 

(e) State the names of the directors considered by the board to be not 
independent and the basis for that determination. 

(f) If a director has a business or other relationship with another director 
on the issuer’s board, other than common membership on the issuer’s board, 
provide information about that relationship. 

However, several other points should be taken into account in considering whether the Proposed 
Disclosure Requirements will improve governance disclosure. 

First, whether this change results in more expansive disclosure will depend largely on the 
perspective the issuer brings to the disclosure and the time the CSA devotes to coaching issuers 
towards disclosure that is more expansive, even if it is not specifically required by the 
instrument.  Coaching is, of course, not enough – the CSA must be prepared to enforce 
compliance with its disclosure requirements.  Compliance and enforcement are, of course, also 
issues today.  
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Second, issuers who believe that governance disclosure has value to its stakeholders will provide 
appropriate disclosure. However, not all issuers assign a high priority to governance or 
governance disclosure and there is too little in the Proposed Disclosure Requirements that 
requires issuers to explain their practices. In many cases, compliance can be achieved by simply 
stating that it has no formal practices without any explanation of reasons for this approach. 
Moreover, in the absence of the benchmarks currently provided in the form of the recommended 
practices, a reader will not know whether the issuer's practices are in line with current standards 
of governance. To be required to say "we don't do A, but we do B instead" and to provide an 
explanation for the approach allows the reader some basis on which to evaluate the governance 
practices and is instructive for investors who are trying to determine the corporate governance 
practices that should be considered acceptable. Whether disclosing practices against the objective 
that they are intended to further will be as effective is a question for discussion. 

Third, if issuers are not required to discuss their governance practices against a common 
benchmark, there will be very little to compare the disclosure of one issuer to another. Unless the 
reader is quite sophisticated in the range of governance practices and what is generally thought to 
be appropriate practice, he or she will be evaluating the issuer's governance practices in a 
vacuum. 

Finally, the Proposed Disclosure Requirements would take Canada in a very different direction 
from other jurisdictions.  The NYSE's listing requirements are rules-based – the issuer must 
adopt certain governance practices.  Both the UK and Australia have to comply or explain 
models. Although the recently revised Australian model sets out certain principles (as the 
Proposed Policy could), it also requires issuers to explain their own governance practices against 
practices recommended in a corporate governance code that recommends specific practices. 

XI.  OTHER ISSUES 

The Proposed Policy would no longer recommend an independent compensation committee. It 
would also not recommend an independent nominating committee, orientation or education 
programs for directors or even that a majority of directors be independent of management. Each 
of these now generally accepted practices (at least for TSX listed issuers) would instead be 
possible practices that an issuer could adopt in order to achieve the objectives of each of the 
articulated principles. Two other substantive changes should also be noted – the elimination of 
the requirement to file a Code of Conduct and the changes in the definition of independence. 

1. CODE OF CONDUCT WOULD NO LONGER BE REQUIRED  

Under the Proposed Amendments, the CSA would no longer require an issuer to file a copy of its 
code of conduct and ethics or an amendment to the code through SEDAR. An issuer would be 
required only to provide a summary of any standards of ethical and responsible behaviour and 
decision-making or code adopted by the issuer and describe how to obtain a copy of its code, if 
any. 

While many (although not all) issuers have long recognized the value of a code of conduct, the 
development of the code of conduct and all of the subsequent effort involved was not a priority 
for many issuers until the NYSE and then the CSA required that codes be developed and filed.  It 
is, of course, not simply the drafting of the code that is important.  The process of educating 
employees, monitoring compliance and remediating deficiencies is also important.  While this 
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can be done without formal codes and policies, it is much less likely to be done. The existence of 
a code, of course, is also an important element in assessing corporate culpability should illegal 
activity occur (although the existence of a code with which the issuer has not complied can be 
quite harmful). While a case could be made that this is simply too much process for certain very 
small issuers, it is not clear why it will be an advantage to the Canadian capital markets to 
eliminate this requirement altogether.  

2. DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENT 

Currently, the definition of independence is found in the Current Audit Committee Instrument 
and includes two tests.  One was taken from the NYSE definition of independence. It includes 
both a requirement that the board conclude that the director is independent and a bright line test 
that precludes certain people from being considered independent.  This includes close family 
members, consultants who earn more than a specified amount from the issuer, individuals who 
have worked in certain capacities with the issuer's auditor and individuals who work for an 
organization whose compensation committee includes one of the issuer's executive officers. 

The second test provides that a member of an audit committee may not earn any fees whatsoever 
from the issuer. The rationale for this was at least in part that it is typically management that 
retains consultants and that the importance of the audit committee to the financial reporting 
system demands absolute independence from management.  If a member of the audit committee 
is concerned to any extent with his or her relationship with management (for example because he 
or she wishes to retain the consulting arrangement), independence may be compromised. 

The Proposed Policy would eliminate the second test altogether.  With regard to the first test, two 
changes would be made.  Most significantly, most of the bright line tests would be eliminated. If 
a board concludes that the fact of a director being the CEO's cousin could not reasonably be 
perceived to interfere with the exercise of that member's independent judgment, then the board 
may conclude that that director is independent. (Although it should be noted that where a board 
makes decisions about whether a director should be considered independent that are not 
perceived by stakeholders as being defensible, the reputation of the board could well be 
compromised. This may ultimately be more effective than bright line tests.)  As a result, that 
director could sit on a compensation committee or on an audit committee that the issuer may then 
refer to as being independent under all applicable Canadian securities laws.  It should be noted 
that this approach is quite similar to the approach in the TSX Guidelines, which left the 
determination of which directors were independent (referred to in the TSX Guidelines as 
"unrelated") to the directors.  The lack of rigor in many of these determinations was in part what 
led to the adoption of the bright line tests. 

The other change is that the test for the board determination is whether a relationship "could, in 
the view of the issuer's board of directors having regard to all relevant circumstances, be 
reasonably perceived to interfere with the exercise of his or her independent judgment". This 
replaces the current test: "could, in the view of the issuer's board of directors, reasonably 
interfere with the exercise of a member's independent judgment". The CSA has changed             
"expected" to "perceived" because it believes that the concept of perception is broader than that 
of expectation and is more appropriate in view of the removal of the "bright line" tests. 

It is worth considering whether the independence question matters as much as it did in the past. 
There is little debate about the importance of independence to the audit committee and the 
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compensation committee. However, there are many who believe that the primacy of 
independence has caused many boards to operate with directors who are entirely independent but 
who lack the skills, attributes and industry knowledge that would be most valuable to the issuer's 
business.   

XII.  WHAT THE POLICY SAYS 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to analyze each of the nine principles in the Proposed Policy. 
The section raises questions about the two principles which many would consider key in the 
current environment – risk and compensation – to illustrate some of the issues that need to be 
considered in detail throughout the Proposed Policy and Proposed Disclosure Requirements. 

In considering any of the principles and their associated commentary and practices, some 
consideration should be given to whether the CSA is the appropriate body to be developing this 
type of guidance for Canadian companies. The Dey Report was informed by open public 
consultation under the guidance of very seasoned members of the Canadian governance 
community.  Approaches in other jurisdictions vary, but, as noted above, the recent revisions to 
the governance code in Australia was informed by the work of a very diverse private sector 
committee.  The members of the Corporate Governance Committee that oversees the Combined 
Code in the UK are experienced industry players and stakeholders. Staff of the CSA are very 
familiar with governance issues through the disclosure they review and the issues they discuss 
with issuers and their advisers. But are they well suited to distil the elements of the current 
governance environment into principles that should guide Canadian public companies? Those 
who hold positions of Commissioner (or comparable positions) of a securities regulatory 
authority are often experienced directors, but do they have the breadth of experience and the 
opportunity for input at the right time that would make an effective impact on the development 
of regulatory guidance on governance?  Finally, the CSA offers national balance – but are 
regional differences significant enough to be influencing the development of governance policy?  
Finally, the CSA does engage in a consultation process – through the comment period to which 
this paper is responding.  But is this an appropriate point of involvement for the governance 
experts and practitioners who know better than anyone what constitutes effective governance? 

In addition, it must be remembered that what regulators say – even if it is simply guidance – is 
taken seriously by those they regulate. That was, after all, the concern the CSA expressed about 
the Current Policy and Current Disclosure Requirement – that because the regulators are 
recommending particular practices, issuers will implement those practices, rather than turning 
their minds to practices that may be more appropriate for them.  For the same reason, it is 
important that CSA policies, instruments and staff notices articulate requirements clearly and not 
create inadvertently conflict or contradict legal principles set out in the corporate statutes or in 
judicial decisions. 

1. RISK  

Principle 7 deals with risk and is one of three areas in which the CSA states that the Proposed 
Policy broadens its approach beyond the issues specifically dealt with in the Current Policy (the 
other two being Principle 6 (Recognize and manage conflicts of interest) and Principle 9 (Engage 
effectively with shareholders)). The principle provides: "An issuer should establish a sound 
framework of risk oversight and management." The text of the Commentary and Examples of 
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Practices are set out in Appendix 2. The disclosure requirement is:  "Disclose a summary of any 
policies on risk oversight and management adopted by the issuer." 

Several more specific points about the treatment of risk in the amendments being proposed by 
the CSA are set out below.  The main point, however, is that the amendments will do little to 
move forward this very challenging area of governance or help investors understand how risk is 
dealt with in Canadian public companies.  This topic, in particular, requires input from seasoned 
members of management and boards. 

1. Approaches to Risk Management 

Risk management is one of the most challenging areas for issuers and particularly for their 
boards.  Both the Dey Report and Saucier Report identified risk management as an important 
component of the board's oversight function. The Dey Report, TSX Guidelines and the Current 
Policy all recommend that the board specifically assume responsibility for certain matters, 
including "the identification of the principal risks of the corporation's business and ensuring the 
implementation of appropriate systems to manage these risks". The Saucier Report 
recommended that the TSX Guidelines be amended to make it clear that the board's 
responsibility goes beyond the adoption of a strategic planning process: 

The board should be responsible for contributing to the development of strategic 
direction and approving a strategic plan that takes into account an identification 
of business opportunities and business risks.  It should oversee and monitor 
management's systems for managing business risk.  And it should regularly 
review, with management, the strategic environment, the emergence of new 
opportunities and risks, and the implications for the strategic direction of the 
company. 

Generic descriptions of risk management processes tend to be very unsatisfying and not terribly 
helpful to people who do not already have command of the issue. For these reasons, the 
Commentary associated with Principle 7 may be of little assistance.  It is worth considering 
whether the CSA has the expertise necessary to be providing the guidance set out in this 
Commentary.  It says, for example, that risk management as a separate activity is not as effective 
as risk management "embedded into the issuer's practices and business processes".  It does not 
explain what is involved in embedding risk management into practices and business processes or  
why the CSA considers this to be a more effective approach.  It would be very helpful if the CSA 
referred the reader to the authority on which statements such as this are based. 

Principle 7 is similar to the principle in Australia's Corporate Governance Principles and 
Recommendations and so it is helpful to compare the guidance provided there to support this 
principle. (As noted elsewhere in this paper, this document is the result of the study and 
recommendations of the ASX Corporate Governance Council, a broadly based Council which 
includes representatives from the legal, accounting, investor relations and shareholder 
communities.)  The recommendations in that document are much more specific and actionable. It 
also makes specific reference to the internal control function (a critical feature of risk 
management) and the CEO/CFO certification requirement. 

Principle 7 – Recognise and manage risk 

Companies should establish a sound system of risk oversight and management 
and internal control. 
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 Recommendation 7.1: Companies should establish policies for the oversight and 
management of material business risks and disclose a summary of those policies. 
• Recommendation 7.2: The board should require management to design and 
implement the risk management and internal control system to manage the 
company’s material business risks and report to it on whether those risks are 
being managed effectively. The board should disclose that management has 
reported to it as to the effectiveness of the company’s management of its 
material business risks. 
 
• Recommendation 7.3: The board should disclose whether it has received 
assurance from the chief executive officer (or equivalent) and the chief financial 
officer (or equivalent) that the declaration provided in accordance with section 
295A of the Corporations Act is founded on a sound system of risk management 
and internal control and that the system is operating effectively in all material 
respects in relation to financial reporting risks. 
 
• Recommendation 7.4: Companies should provide the information indicated in 
the Guide to reporting on Principle 7. 

  

2. Role of the Board 

The Commentary refers back to Principle 1 for the statement that the board is usually responsible 
for identifying the principal risks of the issuer's business and ensuring that the appropriate 
systems are in place to manage these risks.  This repeats the same problematic language that 
originated with the Dey Report. The board is not, of course, equipped to identify the issuer's risk 
– as in virtually every other area, the role of the board is one of oversight. It is management that 
identifies the risks facing the issuer – the board oversees the process by which management has 
done so and questions its conclusions. 

3. Disclosure 

The disclosure requirement associated with risk is unlikely to provide disclosure that will be 
helpful to the reader.  It reads as follows: 

Disclose a summary of any policies on risk oversight and management adopted 
by the issuer. 

This requirement does not relate back to the principle (if it did, the disclosure requirement would 
be for the issuer to describe its framework for risk oversight and management.)  

2. COMPENSATION  

Compensation decisions are the other key issue of concern in the current environment. Principle 
8 states that: "An issuer should ensure that compensation policies align with the best interests of 
the issuer". 

1. Role of the Board 

An important feature of governance reform both in the early 1990s and then again post-Enron 
was ensuring that the board of directors accepted direct responsibility for the stewardship of the 
organization and specifically acknowledged its role in certain key areas – including executive 
compensation.  Principle 8 is not consistent in lodging responsibility for executive compensation 
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with the board - instead it characterizes compensation as being the responsibility of the "issuer". 
The Commentary explaining this principle refers to the role of the board in saying that 
responsibility for compensation policies and practices rests with the full board, but only provided 
that the board should "….be satisfied that appropriate compensation policies and practices are in 
place for executive officers and directors". This is in contrast to the Current Policy which 
recommends that the board appoint an independent compensation committee and sets out 
specific responsibilities (including responsibility for approving – or recommending to the board 
– CEO compensation and recommending to the board with respect to non-CEO officer and 
director compensation, incentive-compensation plans and equity-based plans). The examples of 
practices that could achieve the stated objective refer to the compensation committee as one 
possible approach. 

2. Fiduciary Duty 

The corporate statutes and common law are clear about their fiduciary duty to the corporation –  
in discharging their responsibilities, they are required to act honestly and in good faith with a 
view to the best interests of the corporation.  Although the CSA would clearly not intend to 
compromise this duty in any way, the language of Principle 8 gives the impression that 
compensation practices must be used to encourage management to act in accordance with that 
duty. The Commentary states that: "[C]ompensation should be set and structured to attract and 
retain executive officers and directors and motivate them to act in the best interests of the issuer." 

3. Short vs Long-Term Objectives 

The Commentary also states that an issuer's compensation philosophy should include a balanced 
pursuit of the issuer's short-term and long-term objectives.  Whether or not this is an appropriate 
objective, it is not clear that the CSA should be providing this guidance.  The corporate statutes 
and the courts have declined to prescribe for boards whether their focus should be on the short-
term or long-term interests of the corporation or whether they should be seeking a balance 
between the two.  It is reasonable to ask whether the CSA should be making this type of 
statement. 

XIII.  OTHER ISSUES 

There are two core issues that have plagued the Canadian governance debate since the beginning.  
The first is the appropriate governance principles for widely held companies vs companies with a 
controlling shareholder. The second is the extent to which smaller issuers should be exempt from 
governance recommendations and disclosure requirements or subject to an entirely separate 
regime. 

1. CONTROLLED COMPANIES  

In Part I of the Current Policy, the CSA referred to the concerns that some parties had about how 
that policy and related disclosure requirements affected controlled companies: 

We do, however, understand that some parties have concerns about how this 
Policy and National Instrument 58-101 Disclosure of Corporate Governance 
Practices affects controlled companies. Accordingly, we intend, over the next 
year, to carefully consider these concerns in the context of a study to examine 
the governance of controlled companies. We will consult market participants in 
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conducting the study. After completing the study, we will consider whether to 
change how this Policy and National Instrument 58-101 treat controlled 
companies. 

The control block shareholder is the factor in the Canadian governance environment that the 
CSA has consistently declined to address. The Dey Report (and, as a result, the TSX Guidelines) 
addressed the issue of the "significant shareholder", recommending that the composition of the 
board reflect the truly public float. The Saucier Report recommended that the definition of 
significant shareholder be revised to extend to de facto control blocks that recommend less than a 
majority of the voting shares. Rather than addressing the issue of how governance practices may 
legitimately differ where an issuer has a controlling shareholder, investors will need to glean this 
from their own review of the disclosure of these issues. 

The amendment being proposed by the CSA deals with issues relating to controlled companies in 
three ways. First, a control person or significant shareholder would not be disqualified from 
being independent, but the CSA encourages boards to consider the involvement of the control 
person or significant shareholder with management. Depending on the nature and degree of this 
involvement, the CSA notes that this relationship may be reasonably perceived to interfere with 
the exercise of independent judgment. 

Second, Principle 6 deals with conflicts of interest and reads as follows: "An issuer should 
establish a sound system of oversight and management of actual and potential conflicts of 
interest."  The commentary explaining this principle describes a number of situations in which  
conflict of interest may arise. One is when "…there is a significant divergence of interests among 
shareholders or their interests are not completely aligned".  Another is when "…a contract, 
arrangement or transaction is entered into between an issuer and a control person or significant 
shareholder". 

Finally, among the practices suggested in order to support Principle 2 – Structure the board to 
add value is "having an appropriate number of independent directors who are unrelated to any 
control person or significant shareholder". 

2. SIZE OF ISSUER 

The Proposed Policy and Proposed Disclosure Requirement would be applicable to all issuers 
(with certain exceptions that are unrelated to size). This will surely not be welcomed by small 
issuers who will be subject to much more extensive disclosure requirements under the Proposed 
Disclosure Policy.  As noted elsewhere in this paper, the quality of the disclosure will depend in 
part on the value placed on governance and on governance disclosure by the issuer and by the 
rigor with which the CSA reviews the disclosure and the steps taken to remedy deficient 
disclosure. 

It should be noted that these additional disclosure requirements will be imposed on smaller 
issuers without any further guidance about how smaller issuers should approach their governance 
practices.  Whether or not it is the CSA that is best positioned to provide this guidance, it will 
require much more effort on the part of smaller issuers and their shareholders to develop an 
understanding of governance practices that are both effective and in respect of which the benefits 
do not outweigh the costs. 

XIV.  THRESHOLD QUESTIONS 
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The CSA's Request for Comment raises some important questions with respect to the specifics of 
their proposals.  It will be of great benefit to the final iteration of any amendment for as many 
stakeholders as possible to respond thoughtfully to the questions raised. 

This paper poses several threshold questions with respect to the CSA initiative generally.  It will 
also be helpful for stakeholders to express their views on these issues in their comments to the 
CSA. 

• Will the changes being proposed enhance the standard of governance and confidence in 
the Canadian capital markets sufficiently to justify the costs to issuers and investors of 
moving to a new regime? 

• Should the Current Policy and Current Disclosure Requirements be revised at this time? 

• Is the CSA the appropriate body to be setting governance standards for Canadian public 
companies. With the much broader base of interest and expertise in corporate governance 
today than ever before, should Canadians be following the example set in the UK, 
Australia and South Africa? 

This paper has been prepared to promote debate and discussion in the director community in 
advance of the April 20 deadline for comments to the CSA.  Directors are invited to contact the  
author (chansell@dwpv.com or 416-863-5592) to discuss any of the issues raised in this paper. 
Directors are also encouraged to provide their comments to the CSA directly or through the 
coordinating efforts of the Institute of Corporate Directors. 
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APPENDIX  A 

NINE CORE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES  

• Principle 1 - Create a framework for oversight and accountability 
An issuer should establish the respective roles and responsibilities of the board and executive officers. 

• Principle 2 - Structure the board to add value 
The board should be comprised of directors that will contribute to its effectiveness. 

• Principle 3 - Attract and retain effective directors 
A board should have processes to examine its membership to ensure that directors, individually and 
collectively, have the necessary competencies and other attributes. 

• Principle 4 - Continuously strive to improve the board’s performance 
A board should have processes to improve its performance and that of its committees, if any, and individual 
directors. 

• Principle 5 - Promote integrity 
An issuer should actively promote ethical and responsible behavior and decision-making. 

• Principle 6 - Recognize and manage conflicts of interest 
An issuer should establish a sound system of oversight and management of actual and potential conflicts of 
interest. 

• Principle 7 - Recognize and manage risk 
An issuer should establish a sound framework of risk oversight and management. 

• Principle 8 - Compensate appropriately 
An issuer should ensure that compensation policies align with the best interests of the issuer. 

• Principle 9 - Engage effectively with shareholders 
The board should endeavor to stay informed of shareholders’ views through the shareholder meeting 
process as well as through ongoing dialogue. 
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APPENDIX B 

PRINCIPLE 7 – RECOGNIZE AND MANAGE RISK 

 

Principle 7 – Recognize and manage risk 
An issuer should establish a sound framework of risk oversight and management. 

Commentary 

Risk oversight and management include the culture, processes and structures that are directed towards 
taking advantage of potential opportunities while managing potential adverse effects. It usually is designed 
to identify, assess, monitor and manage risk, and identify significant changes to an issuer’s risk profile. 

Risk oversight and management is most effective if it is embedded into the issuer’s practices and business 
processes rather than if it is viewed or practiced as a separate activity. 

Risk oversight and management should focus on identifying the most significant areas of uncertainty or 
exposure that could have an adverse impact on the achievement of the issuer’s goals and objectives 
(principal risks). 

As stated in Principle 1, the board is usually responsible for identifying the principal risks of the issuer’s 
business and ensuring that appropriate systems are in place to manage these risks. A board committee could 
facilitate meeting this responsibility. The responsibility for risk oversight and management, however, rests 
with the full board. 

Examples of practices 

The objective of this principle can be achieved in a number of ways, including by: 

(a) developing, approving and implementing policies and procedures for the oversight and 
management of principal risks that: 

(i) reflect the issuer’s risk profile; 

(ii) clearly describe significant elements of its risk management; 

(iii) take into account its legal obligations; and 

(iv)  clearly describe the roles and accountabilities of the board, audit committee, or other 
appropriate board committee, management and any internal audit function. 

(b) regularly reviewing and evaluating the effectiveness of these policies and procedures; and 

(c) requiring the CEO and other executive officers to regularly report to the board on the effectiveness 
of the issuer’s policies for the oversight and management of principal risks. 

Disclosure Requirement 

(a) Disclose a summary of any policies on risk oversight and management adopted by the issuer. 
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APPENDIX C 

PRINCIPLE 8 – COMPENSATE APPROPRIATELY 

 

Principle 8 – Compensate appropriately 
An issuer should ensure that compensation policies align with the best interests of the issuer. 

Commentary 

The board should be satisfied that appropriate compensation policies and practices are in place for 
executive officers and directors. Compensation should be set and structured to attract and retain executive 
officers and directors and motivate them to act in the best interests of the issuer. This includes a balanced 
pursuit of the issuer’s short-term and long-term objectives. 

A board compensation committee could develop and recommend appropriate compensation policies and 
practices.  

The responsibility for these policies and practices, however, rests with the full board. Smaller boards might 
not need a formal committee to achieve the same objectives. 

Transparency of compensation can promote investor understanding and confidence in the process. 

Examples of practices 

General practices 

The objective of this principle can be achieved in a number of ways, including by: 

(a) having procedures for: 

(i) establishing and maintaining goals related to executive officers’ compensation; 

(ii) regularly evaluating executive officers’ performance in light of those goals; 

(iii) determining the compensation of executive officers; 

(iv) determining the compensation of directors; and 

(v) having the board review executive compensation disclosure before the issuer publicly 
discloses it; and 

(b) establishing a compensation committee to carry out, or make recommendations with respect to, 
some or all of these procedures. 

Practices related to compensation committee 

Where an issuer has established a compensation committee, design that committee to: 

(a) have all independent directors; 

(b) have directors with the requisite competencies and other attributes to fulfill the mandate of the 
committee; 
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(c) have a charter that clearly sets out its roles and responsibilities, composition, structure and 
membership requirements; 

(d) have the authority to engage and compensate any internal and external advisor that it determines to 
be necessary to permit it to carry out its duties; and 

(e) have procedures to ensure that no individual is directly involved in deciding his or her own 
compensation. 

Disclosure Requirement 

(a) Describe any practices the issuer uses to establish and maintain appropriate compensation policies for 
executive officers and directors. 

(b) If a compensation consultant or advisor has assisted the board or the compensation committee since the 
beginning of the issuer’s most recently completed financial year: 

(i) state the name of the consultant or advisor and a summary of the mandate it has been given; 

(ii) disclose when the consultant or advisor was originally retained; 

(iii) if the consultant or advisor has performed any other work for the issuer, state this fact and briefly 
describe the nature of the work; and 

(iv) disclose the aggregate fees billed by the consultant or advisor in each of the last two financial 
years for: 

(A) professional services relating to executive compensation; and 

(B) professional services other than those relating to executive compensation. Include a 
description of the nature of the services comprising the fees disclosed under this category. 

 


